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Abstract—The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organ-
ization deploys a variety of radioxenon detection systems as part
of its International Monitoring System to detect nuclear explo-
sions. To achieve the high sensitivity required, the systems extract
xenon from several cubic meters of air and look for character-
istic radioactive emissions, using either high resolution high pu-
rity germanium gamma detectors or multiple scintillators for high
efficiency beta/gamma coincidence detection. The high sensitivity
comes at the expense of heavy lead shielding, and for the latter,
calibration and gain matching of multiple photomultiplier tubes
as well as a memory effect of the plastic scintillator used for beta
detection which absorbs Xe. Existing systems are also stationary
by design, though in some applications, for example on-site inspec-
tions, a portable detector is required. In this work, we therefore re-
designed a previously developed phoswich detector to reduce size,
weight, cost, complexity and memory effect with only minor im-
pact on the sensitivity. The phoswich design requires only a single
photomultiplier tubewith beta/gamma coincidences being detected
by digital pulse shape analysis. Additional gain stabilization ad-
dresses varying environmental field conditions, such as tempera-
ture changes. Three phoswich geometries were modeled through
Monte Carlo simulations, the most promising was built and tested.
In this paper we describe each of the initial designs, their simu-
lated performances and the factors that lead us to the chosen de-
sign. Preliminary results from testing of the prototype detector are
presented and compared with simulation.

Index Terms—Nuclear explosion monitoring, phoswich scintilla-
tion counter, radioxenon detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) es-
tablishes the development of the International Monitoring

System (IMS) to detect nuclear explosions in violation of the
treaty. Even though the treaty is not yet in force and the IMS
not fully completed, it has demonstrated its relevance to in-
ternational security by the detection of radioxenon from North
Korea’s nuclear tests and from the Fukushima reactor accident
[1]. The IMS radioxenon detector systems include the SAUNA
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TABLE I
KEY DECAY ENERGIES FROM RADIOXENON ISOTOPES
USED IN NUCLEAR EXPLOSION MONITORING [5]

[2], ARIX, and SPALAX [3] system; several research labora-
tories also use the ARSA detector [4]. Radioxenon isotopes
of interest are , , , and , emitting
30, 80, and 250 keV photons in coincidence with conversion
electrons (CE) and/or beta particles in the range from 45 to
905 keV (see Table I). The SAUNA and ARSA systems detect
beta/gamma coincidences with arrangements of multiple scin-
tillators, while the SPALAX detects photons with high resolu-
tion with a HPGe gamma-ray detector. These established ra-
dioxenon detectors reach minimum detectable concentrations
(MDC) of less than mBq/m for , as specified by the
IMS, but possess a number of design drawbacks: the SPALAX
system requires cryogenic cooling, and the multiple detectors
of the SAUNA and ARSA systems make them not only cum-
bersome to calibrate but also complex and bulky. The plastic
scintillator used for beta detection also absorbs Xe, which leads
to a “memory effect” where previous samples contribute to the
background in subsequent measurements. The effect is about
3-8%, varying with detector geometry. In addition, all detectors
are designed to be installed in permanent IMS stations or lab-
oratories where weight and volume are not an issue, while in
some applications a portable detector is required, for example
CTBTO on-site inspections (OSI).
To reduce the complexity of these detectors, several new de-

tectors have been developed in recent years. For example, ef-
forts were made to simplify and redesign a beta/gamma well
detector with CsI and BC-404 scintillators [6], and to modify
the SAUNA detector for a portable version [7]. coating
of the BC-404 was studied to reduce the memory effect [8],
[9]. A more sophisticated concept, first described in [10] for ra-
dioxenon detectors, is the use of optically coupled scintillators
in a phoswich detector read out with a single photomultiplier
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tube (PMT) and application of digital pulse shape analysis to de-
tect coincidences. Other examples of radioxenon phoswich de-
tectors are the PhosWatch [11], a CsI/BC-404 well detector, and
a planar triple layer detector with BC-400, NaI and [12].
More recent work explores the use of silicon detectors, for ex-
ample in multi-channel silicon-only detectors for beta/X-ray co-
incidences [13] or as alternative beta detectors in a beta/gamma
detector [14], [15], [16].
In the work described here, we redesigned the PhosWatch

(PW) detector to reduce size, weight, cost, complexity, and
memory effect with only minor impact on the sensitivity.
Rugged packaging and built-in gain stabilization address the
requirements for portable applications. In a first stage, three
conceptual designs of this “Portable PhosWatch” (PPW) were
modeled through Monte Carlo simulations to determine the
detection efficiency, the light collection and the resulting energy
resolution, the impact of memory effect mitigations, and the
influence of background. In a second stage, the most promising
design was manufactured, assembled in the rugged portable
packaging, and tested with a variety of test sources, including

and .

II. DETECTOR MODELING

A. Detector Geometries and Efficiencies
To evaluate conceptual design performance, Monte Carlo

simulations were carried out on three possible PPW geometries
and compared with the PhosWatch detector. Geant4 [17], [18]
code developed previously [19] to model the PhosWatch de-
tector was adapted and used to determine the (relative) energy
resolution and detection efficiencies for the new geometries.
The modifications to the original code were primarily limited to
the CsI and BC404 topologies. No modifications were needed
to the standard physics lists for these simulations.
The three PPW geometries (shown in Fig. 1 together with

the original PhosWatch geometry) were chosen based on the
following considerations: First, to match standard PMT sizes,
the CsI crystal should be a cylinder of 50.8 mm or 76.2 mm
diameter. Second, half of a 50.8 mm diameter CsI crystal
has sufficient stopping power for 30 and 80 keV photons and
1 mm BC-404 has sufficient stopping power for electrons up
to 345 keV. Thus only the 250 keV keV beta
coincidences from are detected with significantly higher
efficiency in a larger crystal such the PhosWatch (76.2 mm)
or SAUNA (101.6 mm) and with a thicker plastic scintillator.
While this isotope provides valuable information on the ra-
dioxenon origin, it is rarely encountered in IMS stations and
very unlikely in an OSI application, having mostly decayed
by the time the OSI team arrives. A smaller detector also
requires less shielding. Third, though the spherical design of
the PhosWatch Xe cell provides close to coverage, it is
difficult to manufacture, especially if beta scintillators other
than BC-404 are to be used. Fourth, scintillator interfaces
parallel to the PMT window are to be avoided because of poor
light collection [20]. Overall, geometries of interest are there-
fore narrowed to 50.8 mm CsI crystals with simple interfaces
perpendicular to the PMT window, which implies a Xe cell in
the shape of a cylinder or prism. The first geometry (cylinder)

Fig. 1. Sketches of simulated phoswich geometries (clockwise from top left):
PPW cylinder, PPW slab, PPW square, and PhosWatch.

TABLE II
GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES

Geometrical properties of the simulated detectors. The length of the
BC404 material is identical to that of the outer CsI material.

is thus a BC-404 cylinder (11 mm inner diameter, 1 mm thick)
embedded in the CsI crystal. The second geometry (square)
uses a square BC-404 prism (11 mm inner side length, 1 mm
thick) instead of the cylinder. In the third geometry (slab), the
CsI crystal is cut in half, and the Xe cell is formed by two
mm mm mm BC-404 plates spaced at 1.4 mm

distance.
Table II defines the gas volume as well as inner and outer

scintillator dimensions for each detector. The slab geometry
was also modeled with a 2 mm Cu support frame acting as a
vacuum seal around the Xe gas cell. The particles modeled in
the simulations were 30, 80, 250, 662 keV photons and 129,
345, and 905 keV electrons. For each run particles
were isotropically emitted from random locations within the gas
volume. To simulate line broadening of the electron spectra and
self-absorption of the photons, radioxenon was modeled as a
uniformly distributed gas at standard temperature and pressure.
The particles were tracked until they either exited the world
volume or were absorbed in the detector materials. Optical pho-
tons emitted by the passage and/or absorption of these parti-
cles in the scintillating materials were tracked until “lost” at
the polished dielectric-metal interfaces or absorbed (detected)
at the photocathode. Fine tuning of the Geant resolution scale
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Fig. 2. Simulated energy resolutions at 30, 80, 250, and 662 keV.

Fig. 3. The energy spectrum (30 keV) for the “bad” geometry shown in the
upper sketch (black) and for the PPW slab geometry (lower sketch, gray).

and metal efficiency parameters was done in PhosWatch simu-
lations based on the measured resolution at 662 keV obtained
using a source [21]. These same parameters were then
used in all subsequent simulations.
We define the energy resolution as the full width at half max-

imum (FWHM) from a Gaussian fit and the detection efficiency
as the number of events in the full energy peak in each spec-
trum divided by the number of simulated events. Fig. 2 shows
the simulated energy resolutions at 30, 80, 250, and 662 keV.
Broadly speaking there is little difference in photon energy res-
olution between the various geometries. Errors in the FWHMs
are smaller than the symbols and are on order of 0.1%
To verify that the simulation correctly describes “bad

choices” in detector geometry, we also considered an extreme
case: a PPW detector consisting of a stack of 50.8 mm diameter
objects: CsI crystal, BC-404 cell, and CsI crystal (see inset
in Fig. 3). Optical photons generated in the far CsI crystal
must traverse the source volume to reach the PMT. Fig. 3 also
shows the simulated energy spectrum showing two distinct
peaks, which arise from gamma-rays interacting in the near and
far CsI crystal (higher and lower energy peak, respectively).
This geometry can, in principle, be improved by coupling a
second PMT on the opposite face of the CsI crystal, though this
approach runs contrary to the goal of this research to design a
simple detector with a single PMT.
To describe the detector response with sufficient detail, we

consider the following properties for photons. The results are
listed in Table III.

TABLE III
DETECTION PROBABILITIES

Probabilities for full and partial energy deposition, in percent. For the beta
particles, only fixed energies were modeled, not beta energy distributions.

1. CsI full energy deposition, defined as the fraction of pho-
tons falling into the full energy peak of the energy spec-
trum, i.e. the gamma detection efficiency to be maximized,

2. BC-404 partial energy deposition, defined as the fraction
of photons depositing significant energy (or all) in the
BC-404, i.e. a value to be minimized and especially im-
portant for 30 keV X-rays.

Similarly for electrons:
1. CsI partial energy deposition, which is the fraction of
electrons depositing significant energy in the CsI, i.e. the
“punch through” for the BC404, which is to be minimized,

2. BC-404 full energy deposition, which is the fraction of
electrons falling into the full energy peak in the energy
spectrum, i.e. the detection efficiency for conversion elec-
trons to be maximized,

3. BC-404 partial energy deposition, which is the fraction of
electrons depositing significant energy in the BC404, i.e.
the detection efficiency for beta particles (no fixed energy
and therefore no peak), which is to be maximized.

There are two main effects that explain the difference in
the photon detection efficiency between the PhosWatch and
the PPW geometries seen in Table III. The first contribution
is best seen at intermediate energies (e.g., 80 keV, where the
photon path length is mm), where there is an
difference in the probability for leaving the full energy in CsI.
This difference is nearly entirely attributable to solid angle
coverage lost from the open ends of the BC-404 cell. In the
case of the 2” cylinder that solid angle loss is 8.6% - any
gamma (or electron) hitting the open ends is lost. The second
contribution becomes important when the path length of the
photon exceeds the dimension of the detector. By 250 keV the
escape probability emerges as the dominant contribution to the
lowered efficiency. As with the photons, the electron efficiency
for the PPW geometries suffers with respect to that of the
PhosWatch, again due to solid angle coverage loss relating to
the open ends of the BC-404 cell. At the highest energy of
905 keV the electron punches through the BC-404 and makes
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TABLE IV
ESTIMATED BETA/GAMMA COINCIDENCE EFFICIENCIES

Assuming electron efficiency to be equal to 129 keV.
Using electron efficiency from 345 (or 905) keV, any detected energy

contributes

its way into the CsI volume. The lower value for the PhosWatch
is due to its thicker BC-404 layer (2 mm versus 1 mm).
On the basis of photon response alone there is little differ-

ence in performance between the three PPW geometries. How-
ever, the electron response of the PPW slab is clearly better,
presumably due to the large BC-404 surface area ( c )
of the Xe cell. The probability of partial or full energy deposi-
tion would be expected to scale with surface area of the BC-404.
Upon closer inspection a similar, but more subtle, effect is seen
in the photon efficiencies.
Table IV lists the resulting beta/gamma detection efficiencies,

i.e. the products of beta (or CE) and gamma efficiency for the
energy combinations for the Xe isotopes of interest. The slab
geometry has the highest detection efficiencies among the PPW
geometries for all isotopes.
Overall, we therefore conclude the following: From all simu-

lated PPW geometries, the slab geometry shows the highest de-
tection efficiencies (especially for electrons) and lowest electron
punch through, which is more important than the 1-2% smaller
energy resolution in the other PPW geometries. (The slab en-
ergy resolution is still 0-2% smaller than the PhosWatch). The
slab geometry is therefore our preferred choice for replacing
the current PhosWatch geometry. All the PPW geometries have
lower detection efficiencies for higher energy photons than the
PhosWatch, but the overall loss is less than 10% for ,

, and , and about 20% for , resulting in a
corresponding increase in MDC. This loss in efficiency is bal-
anced by other advantages in the PPW geometries (cost, bulk,
manufacturing, etc) and therefore deemed still acceptable.

B. Reducing the Memory Effect

Among the options to reduce the memory effect in BC-404
are coatings, protective layers, or alternate materials for the beta
scintillator that do not absorb Xe. The former has been studied
previously [8], [9], the latter two are considered here.
Alternative Materials: Several scintillators were considered

as alternate materials, the main difficulty being finding a (man-
ufacturable) thickness for which most electrons are absorbed
and most X-rays pass unaffected. The most promising found
were GS20 scintillator glass (though no manufacturer of custom
shapes is available) and (YAP), previously tested
for radioxenon detectors with inconclusive results [22].
As a first step, the continuous slowing down approximation

(CSDA) ranges of electrons were determined for YAP, GS20
glass and BC-404. CSDA range constitutes a very close approx-
imation to the average path length traveled by an electron as

Fig. 4. Particle flux in MCNP simulation as a function of YAP thickness.
Dashed lines indicate flux for 2 mm BC-404. To accommodate log represen-
tation, values of 0 are plotted at .

it slows down to rest [23]. Data were computed by the NIST
eSTAR program [24] using “unique materials” close to the com-
position of YAP, GS20 glass and BC404. For electrons up to
345 keV (emitted by , , and ,), the CSDA
range is less or equal to 1.0 mm in BC-404, 0.5 mm in GS20,
and 0.3 mm in YAP. For electrons up to 905 keV (emitted by

), the CSDA range is less or equal to 3.9 mm in BC-404,
1.8 mm in GS20, and 1.0 mm in YAP.
However, at these thicknesses, the transmission of 30 keV

X-ray also will be affected. The trade off between electron de-
tection and photon absorption was thus studied as a second step
using Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) transport code simula-
tions [25]. A simplified geometry was modeled with an isotrop-
ically emitting point photon/electron source placed 1 cm away
from a large area sheet of YAP, GS20, or BC404 of various
thicknesses. On the opposite side of the plate a target sphere
of 5 mm radius was defined to measure the fluxes of simu-
lated particles. The flux of particles detected in the target for
the case of YAP is plotted in Fig. 4, indicating that for about
0.3-0.4 mmYAP or more, electrons are as effectively stopped as
in 2 mm BC-404. This differs slightly from the CSDA results,
which we attribute to the neglect of backscatter in the CSDA
results and the differences in incident angles. However, for all
thicknesses of YAP, fewer photons are detected than for 2 mm
BC-404–at 0.3 mm the flux drops by for 30 keV and
by for 80 keV. Overall, we compute that relative to
2 mm BC-404, the combined beta/gamma efficiency for
is about 43% with 0.5 mmYAP and 73% with 1 mm GS20. (For

and , which do not emit 80 keV gamma rays,
the signal would be even further suppressed.) Overall, neither
glass nor YAP is therefore desirable as a beta detector in the
new phoswich detector.
Protective Layer: A thin metal foil, placed between the

source and BC-404, also should prevent absorption of Xe into
the BC-404 and suppress the memory effect. The foil should be
metal to be a good Xe barrier, made from low Z material, and
very thin; Titanium is one example of commercially available
material. In this case there are two main concerns: a) low energy
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Fig. 5. Simulated beta spectra with and without Ti foil.

TABLE V
SENSITIVITY SUMMARY FOR PROTECTIVE LAYERS

Simulated in MCNP for PhosWatch geometry.
beta, conversion electron, 30 and 80 keV combined

electrons not passing through the foil and not being detected in
the BC-404 and b) poor light collection due to additional reflec-
tion and absorption in the foil. Photon detection is of much less
concern–a simple calculation using the NIST/XCOM program
[26] shows very weak attenuation ( and ) of 30 and
80 keV photons, respectively, by a m thin titanium foil.
Fig. 5 shows beta spectra from MCNP simulations

(same geometry as above, but without YAP), through air
(dashed) and a m thick titanium foil (solid) performed
to quantify concern a). Comparing the areas under the curves
we compute a 23% reduction for betas with Ti foil
compared to air. CE emissions at 45 and 75 keV have a
transmission factor of only 0.07. CE emissions from
and are not significantly affected (transmission factors
close to 1.00) due to their higher energy.
Loss of electrons and photons was estimated in more detail

for a full MCNP model of the PhosWatch geometry with addi-
tional 12.5 or m Ti layers, respectively, Table V summarizes
the results for most radioxenon isotopes of interest ( is
similar to ). All values are normalized to 2 mm thick
BC404-only values, taken as the reference configuration with a
sensitivity of 1. The electron energy threshold is set to 30 keV.
For our purposes, the reduction of sensitivity to 74%
with m Ti is still acceptable as a tradeoff for reducing the
radioxenon memory effect, though a smaller reduction (with
thinner or lighter material) is highly desirable.
The effect of a Ti foil on the light collection was studied again

with the Geant model of the PPW slab geometry. Fig. 6 shows
the optical photon spectra for 662 keV gammas from the slab de-
tector with and without the Ti foil. Resolutions are 1-2% smaller
with the foil (4.9% with vs. 6.3% without), indicating an im-
provement in light collection, presumably due to the reflectivity
of the foil.

Fig. 6. Optical photon spectra for 662 keV gamma from the slab detector with
the BC404 inner surface uncoated (black) and coated with Ti (gray).

C. Background

Since external radiation has a chance to interact with both
scintillators and thus creates non-radioxenon coincidences,
the detectors are usually shielded with layers of Cu and Pb.
For a portable application, given the weight associated with
the shielding, its thickness should be minimized without sig-
nificantly affecting sensitivity. We therefore used the Geant
model to estimate the minimum required lead shielding. A
point source was defined outside the detector at a distance
twice that of the CsI outer radius, with a plate of lead with
varying thickness between source and detector. Two geome-
tries were simulated: the PhosWatch and the PPW cylinder,
both of which possess cylindrical symmetry and are therefore
better suited for this simple background model with a point
source. Events depositing energies within the region of interest
(ROI), ( keV) and ( keV),
were recorded in a 2D energy plot. Results from interaction of
500 keV photons incident on the PPW cylinder detector with
no Pb plate are shown in Fig. 7. The diagonal line is formed
by those events where full energy is deposited in the detector
but split between CsI and BC-404. Results from simulations
of the two detector geometries at various energies and Pb
plate thickness are listed in Table VI. At 100 keV, the photon
energy is too low to generate events within the ROI as all are
either absorbed in the Cu can or the CsI crystal. The maximum
number of events that fall within the ROI is 729 out of 100,000
500 keV photons for the PPW cylinder with no shielding. The
PhosWatch background count is also maximal under these same
conditions. For energies above 500 keV, Compton scattering in
the detector generally deposits more than 250 keV in the CsI,
that is, outside of the ROI.
In Table VI, we assign each energy a relative weight de-

rived from the observed background energy distribution in the
PhosWatch. For example, in a background spectrum, roughly
8% of the counts fall in the range 1-2 MeV and so the simulated
energy of 1.460 MeV carries a weight of 0.084. The weighted
total of all simulated counts in the last rows thus represents
the coincidence counts from the background energy distribu-
tion observed in the actual detector (very coarsely equating de-
tected with emitted energy, which is sufficient precision for our
purposes).
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Fig. 7. 2D energy scatter plot for overall Xe region of interest from 100,000
500 keV external photons interacting in the PPW cylinder.

TABLE VI
COINCIDENCE COUNTS FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES WITH PB SHIELDING

The MDC depends on the background BG according to [27]

(1)

Eq. (1) implies that as long as there are more than a few
background counts in the total measurement, the MDC is
proportional to the square root of the background. Previous
tests [21] have shown the PhosWatch MDC to be between
0.2 and mBq/m with 50.8 mm lead and 12.7 mm Cu. An
increase in background by a factor 4 - 25 would increase the
MDC by a factor of 2 - 5 to the CTBT/IMS detection limit of
mBq/m . For the PPW to meet the limit, its weighted total

should therefore be no more than 4–25 times the weighted total
of the PhosWatch at 50.8 mm lead (1.3 counts), i.e. no more
than 5.2–32.5 counts. According to Table VI, the PPW thus
needs at least 25 mm lead shielding.

III. DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

From the above simulations, we concluded that the PPW slab
geometry with 25 mm lead shielding and a less than m Ti
foil would be the most promising design. As built, the detector
deviated slightly from the design, due to accommodations made

for manufacturing: A Cu frame is added between the BC-404
plates to form an air tight cell. The spacing of the BC-404 plates
was adjusted so that the active volume is c and instead of
Ti foil a m Al coated mylar film (type B10HH, 32 nm Al) is
used. Key simulations were repeated for the final design. The Cu
frame modifies the detection probabilities by 2-3% (Table III),
and adding the (lighter and much thinner) Al/mylar reduces the
beta response by only 0.2% compared to 4-25% for adding m
Ti.
A 9266KA PMT from ET Enterprises was coupled to the

scintillator cell, and the complete detector assembly was placed
in a OFHC cylindrical housing (2 mm wall thickness). A tube
fitting brazed to the Cu frame is used to connect Xe gas tubing.
The PMT was biased by a custom built power supply module
(PSM), combining a Cockcroft-Walton style active HV base, a
temperature sensor, and an LED pulser for gain stabilization.
Detector, PMT and PSM are surrounded by 25 mm lead and
packaged into a customized carrying case, total weight 32 kg.
A single multi-signal cable connects the detector case to a PXI
chassis with a XIA DGF Pixie-4 electronics module [28], which
digitizes the detector signal, tags LED pulses for alternate pro-
cessing, and applies the pulse shape analysis to detect coinci-
dences and accumulate beta, gamma, and coincidence spectra
[11]. A simplified software interface, Mobile OP, allows gain
calibration and data acquisition, generating spectra files com-
patible with the IMS data standard.
After assembly, the detector (named PPW201) was tested

with a variety of sources, solid , , and gas
and placed externally and internally respectively.

A selection of measured coincidence spectra is shown in Fig. 8.
The spectra are equivalent to those from existing beta/gamma
radioxenon detectors, such as SAUNA or ARSA. Subtle differ-
ences exist due to the detector geometry and the pulse shape
analysis processing. For example, the “Compton line” from

does not have a sharp cutoff at keV since the
scattering process can take different paths. There is no clear
CE “offset” of the lines formed by
decays ( at 30 keV and at 80 keV) because the
PPW has less than coverage for electrons and so there is a
chance for the fixed energy CE to escape and not be detected
together with the beta. It is expected that these differences can
be accommodated in existing spectrum analysis programs by
slight adjustments of ROIs.
Energy resolutions from the measurements with solid sources

are plotted in Fig. 9, comparing the results to two instances of
the PhosWatch. As expected from the simulations, PPW201’s
resolution is equivalent to the PhosWatch. Variations of source
location outside the detector showed that peak position and res-
olution vary by less than 2% and 6% of the total, respectively,
which is within the precision of the measurement. Thus we con-
clude that this detector geometry does not significantly compro-
mise the uniformity of the light collection.
To confirm the conclusion from simulations that 25 mm

lead is sufficient shielding, the thickness of the lead was varied
(without the carrying case) in a typical laboratory background.
Count rates were recorded for all events, coincident events,
and those coincidence events that would fall in a 30 keV
ROI, as plotted in Fig. 10. Measurements in the detector case
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Fig. 8. 2D energy spectra from PPW201. Top: , middle: , bottom:
. Compton scatter from external Cs source forms a diagonal line of con-

stant energy. Beta/gamma coincidences from Rn and Xe form horizontal lines
of fixed photon energy and a distribution of beta energies.

(25 mm lead) are marked as x. Extra points at 50.8 mm are
from a PhosWatch, which has higher total background since it
uses a larger CsI crystal.
Using (1), the change in MDC as a function of lead thickness
relative to 50.8 mm lead shielding can then be computed from

, the background counts in the ROI as

(2)

plotted in the upper section of Fig. 10. The factor 2 assumes
the 80 keV ROI has the same count rate as the 30 keV ROI,

Fig. 9. Energy resolution as a function of energy for PPW201 and two
PhosWatch detectors.

Fig. 10. PPW201 background counts and relative MDC as a function of
shielding. The data points at “50.8 mm” stands for 50.8 mm lead and 12.7 mm
Cu. Measurements in the detector case are marked with x.

the measurement time is assumed to be 24 h, and all collection
parameters (volume air, processing time, etc) are assumed to be
the same and cancel out. Overall, this is a coarse estimate of
MDC changes due to background until calibrated radioxenon
measurements can be performed. Compared to 50.8 mm lead
shielding, the MDC is higher for 25 mm lead (or the
detector case) and higher for 12.7 mm lead.
Since PPW201’s ROI background is higher than the ROI

background of the PhosWatch, the PhosWatch’s MDC is
lower at 50.8 mm lead shielding.We can use themeasuredMDC
from a PhosWatch prototype, mBq for in one
particular measurement, as a reference point (neglecting dif-
ferences in efficiency, which may be significant), and estimate
PPW201’s MDC to be mBq with 50.8 mm lead
shielding and mBq with 25 mm lead. These results
thus indicate that 25 mm lead is indeed sufficient to reach an
MDC below mBq , as expected from the simulations.
In the background measurement following the Xe mea-

surement, the net average coincidence count rate of PPW201
dropped to counts compared to counts
during the Xe measurement. This corresponds to a memory
effect of , compared to for
a PhosWatch (without mylar) operated in parallel. The mylar
thus reduces the memory effect by more than one order of
magnitude, to below the level of memory effect typical for any
upstream gas processing system (roughly 1%).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we modeled several new detector geometries
with Monte Carlo simulations, showing that for most Xe iso-
topes the detection efficiency in a suitable 50.8 mm detector is
only 6-8% lower than for an existing 76.2 mm detector. The
simulations further indicate that energy resolutions are essen-
tially unchanged and that 25 mm of lead shielding is sufficient
to keep the MDC of the detector under mBq . The smaller
size and thinner shielding reduce the overall weight of the de-
tector built to 32 kg, compared to kg for 4 detectors in
a mobile SAUNA system [7]. Reduced complexity of the PPW
detector design also lowered production costs by about a factor
3 compared to the PhosWatch.
A drawback for the new geometry is the coincidence detec-

tion efficiency for , which is compared to
in existing detectors. Though this isotope is helpful to distin-
guish nuclear explosions from industrial sources, it is not ex-
pected to be present in OSI applications due to its short half
life, and so we consider the lower efficiency an acceptable trade
off for the reduced weight and cost.
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